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lyrical, so comic, that it lifted me from queasiness to admiration. The language crosses ooer to poetry and, for me, makes
the piece. As to "Be Careful A round Mary Alice, "while I agree
that one of the most attractive things about fantasy is the
authors' ability/willingness to tackle the big questions, I don't
think every story can accommodate that. Mary Alice is essentially a rather trivial, crabbed character, who probably never
considered a big question in her life and isn't about to start
now; instead, she retreats in fear and huddles in her house.
Maybe it isn't what we would want to see her do, but to me it
seems true to the character and the tow of the story-TC
Dear Editors! noted in Mythic Circle 1117 that you wondered why
more readers didn't write in with their analysis of stories.
I can think of some reasons. First, for any publication, only
a fraction of readers respond. This figure averages between
three and ten per cent. Second, many readers are generally
unanalytical about what they read. They can only say they
enjoyed a story or didn't, but they are at a loss to explain
why. Third, some hesitate to send in letters for fear of
looking foolish in public, or of hurting the writer's feelings
with a criticism (some people don't take the most constructive of comments well.)
As to why I, personally, haven't sent in a letter of
comment for a year or so is that I haven't had any strong
feelings about any story lately. They haven't been extraordinarily good or extraordinarily bad, and I find it difficult
to comment on a lukewarm reaction. After I read your
editorial, however, I tried to pay attention, and I find that,
at least in issue 1117, there were some common errors.
The main error I found was too much detail. In particular, too much "setting the scene" and not enough "establishing the story conflict." For instance, "After the Long
Night," didn't really begin until the sixth paragraph, and
"Towards the True Country" didn't really begin until the
fourth. {Both stories were interesting once they got started,
though.) Those opening paragraphs could have been summarized in a couple of sentences. In a short story, the writer
must say something really interesting on the first manuscript page, or the reader gets bored. Similarly, a lot of what
might be otherwise interesting stories dragged- -again, because of too much unnecessary detail within them. "The
Gift" (Hi, Doug!) was highly entertaining, but would have
been more so with some editorial tightening. Douglas
Rossman, professional oral storyteller, obviously has a
good, well-developed style, however. Then there were
simple "wonder tales" with not much more than the wonderto them. ("Be Careful Around Mary Alice" and" A New
Angle" for example.) I find such stories a bit thin, I want

something more than the one fantastic phenomenon.
And that, I suppose, is why I haven't written lately.
By the way, you do feature some extraordinary cover
art. The importance of a good cover cannot be overemphasized.
Joan Marie Verba
Minnetonka, Minnesota

by David Sparenberg
When I shut my eyes
I envision these old men of Africa.
They have become moon's shadow. Moon
has become a web
in their sparse, ebony hair.
Edged
with ribbon colors of earth ages
ringlets of beard catch
the flaming stars, the mists
of emerald deltas, silhouettes
of buttes and mountains.
Thinner
than El Greco's magic
they shine with the light
of blackness, arching
over carved sticks
of tribal memories.
The elders know us.
They look back with eyes
that are pools of stories
knowledge greater
than articulation.
Their minds have captured
the deep
ecology of evolution;
their bodies are distillations
of human sojourns.
These are the magi! Phantasms
offering their wisdom
to the child within.
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